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Personalised System of Instruction in Library Use

The library of the Instituto TeonalAioo de MenterreK(ITESM), Mexico,
..t.

by means oQ recent surveys, found:that a signiticant'aumber of students werei tf-,
unable to fully use the library resources. This 8446 to be the ease in a

developing country such as Mexico simply because the majority of the people

,have little or no contact with any type of library unless they attend an

instituti9n Of higher learning. Simi, at ITESM the library is considered a

very important investment, it wee decided that some sort of introduotorY

program Was needed to instruct the students in the use of the library.

In reviewing the literature of the past few years concerning instruction

in library use, it was observed that many types and forma had been utilized.

Principellybecause of the shortage of qualified staff and the number of

students involved it was the general consensus to take advantage of programmed

instruction which had met with favorable result e.in other studies(1,2). It

was felt that this instructional method could eliminate various complaints

about the standard orientation tour such as the disturbance created, lack

of atteation, misinformation, inability to hear everything, fatigue for all
4

concerned, and the amount of ;tat! time involved(3). The same was felt con,

oerning the many viewpoints about the librarian in tile role of teacher such

as the, librarian may not have the talent to teach and instruction should not

be handled by the library since among other things it detracts from the refer,

encetnotion(4)(this is not in any way denying the teaohing function of the

library but.merely commenting on the role of librarian as teacher).

Since no particular programmed method had been applied in depth in any

of the literature studied, it was proposed to use an innovative approach

called the Personalized System of Instruotion(PSI) or Keller Plan(5) which

is being used successfully in other courses at ITESM as well as other parts

of the world(6). With experienced people available to help design the course,

the program proceeded ahead as vast possibilities were seen for adapting this

system to teaching tIr use of the library.
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PSI

Notably in applying PSI standards to library instruction, different

aspects of the library resources are divided into a series of units% written

with the idea that "eaoh unit is to make a well defined amount of course core-

tent as easy as possible to learn"(7). But.before getting into the unique

modular setup of PSI, it would be better to first discuss its basio features(8):

1. The students advance through the course only after they are able

to pass an examination on eaoh unit (mastery learning).

2. The students proceed through the series of units at their own pace

(self-pacing).

3. In communication between students and librarian, the emphasis is

that all important information be written in the unit (emphasis on

the written, word).

4. Teaching assistants (student proctors) are used for peer tutoring

and other course work,.

5. Lectures are used as suOplementaJto the course rather than sources

of important information.

Mastery Learning

The material presented in eaoh unit concerning a certain aspeot of the

library and/Or souroe of information is reviewed by the'students knowing

they must eventually also pass an examination over what is oovered., Mastery

of a unit is therefore demonstrated by achieving an acceptable grade and

only after such a proficiency are the students permitted to go on to the

next Unit.

This idea in leirning is,often referred to as "reinforcement theory"(9),

a system of behavior which traces is beginnings to the work of B.F.Skinner

and applied to PSI simply means that\Taoh unit must be well understood be-

fore proceeding to the next. Since the, students learn from previous mistakes

until "mastery" is achieved they become more motivated because there is no

penalty for repeating examinations and thusshould'lead naturally to more
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confidence in taking such tests

Self-Pacing

A standard approach for introduction to a library is a controlled pace

such as an orientation tour, audiovisual and /or lectlire instruction. The

ITESM library had gone through the efforts of organizing orientations and

helpful lectures, asually experiencing negative reactions from the partici-

pants. This lack of progress was blamed mainly On the inexperience stu-

dents in libraries as well as the inexperience of the library staff igivimg

such instruction. Another significant response from students was that' they

were not given enough time to examine the library materials being discussed.

In PSI the students' progress depends an their own work to provide a

self-orientation within the library and with no time limit they are able'to

stay with the material as long as needed, thus developing an alternative to

the controlled-pace methods In regard to the time factor there

is a restriction in that the/students must complete all the required unite

by the end of the semester (or similar time period) and thereby must pace

themselves accordingly. Same may finish in a few weeks, others may use the

whole semester; all according to their awn rhythm and style.

EMpkris on the Written Word

The ability of the librarian to convey the necessary knowledge to po-

tential library users does not depend on adeptness in givingleotures. tours

and the like but in PSI ie largely subject to the ability to *site dawn in a

unit the specialized knowledge on a specific facet of the library. The idea

here should not be that there is to be no communication between librarian. '

and students. Much to the contrary, contact is encouraged in order to solve

specific problems that learners_may have, but at the same time avoiding

needless repetition by having all course matter written in the unit.

Proators

Once all the units and other necessary Preparations are finalized. trained
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assistants oanbe introduced into the oourse primarily to remove the II-
_

brarian as the authority figure normally associated with an instructor. In

such a case the students are more open with their peers, developing a good

rapport concerning the course content and its objectives. Eventually in

PSI yruotors may be drawn from former students who have taken the course

and thus improve the working relationship even better.

Other assistadealso given'is to hand out the necessary oourse imple-

ments, grade examinations and reword the progress of each individual. These

proctors handle the majority of the work throughout the oourse and act as

liaison between student and librarian, suggesting changes, improvement, and

the like while at the same time explaining the intricacies of PSI to the

participants. Any serious dilemma that can not be solved by the assistants

is referred to the librarian.

Supplements

Since the required work for the oourse is thoroughly explained and elab-

orated in the complete series of unite, all other helpful information is

used to supplement the course. These extra sources for additional knowledge

can be lectures by a subjeot specialist or librarian, alidiovisual Programs,

or speoial orientation; always keeping in mind that they are not required

for the examination. . -

r

TI UNIT
I

The unit is the means by whioh PSI ia carried out. The capability of
1

.

each uni relates to the next, assembling all in one sequential effort, but

moreover the effectiveness depends largelq on the standard component unit

whioh consists of an introduction, objectives, information and.explanation..

and study guide, along with examinations for each unit601.

The Introduotion
A

In beginning a unit, possibly the most important aspect in motivating

the students is the introduotion4 This initiative should be brief overview

6
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of the library material to be covered and survey the essential concepts and

routines to be followed in overcoming difficulties with a certain area of
/

the library. Of course, t

t
e style of the librarian(s) designing the course

will have a lot to do with the curiosity generated for the subject, but

overall the timmostilspOrtant items to be included in the introduction are

interest and completene

Objectives

In order to communicate what is to be learned, i.e. the expected ter-,

minal behavior regarding a certain aspect of the library, a,good PSI unit

should impart well written objectives, often described as-instructional or

behavioral.

Such an undertaking will serve the learning process of the students as

well as the teaching ofthe librarian since fram the students'

standpoint these designs for learning allow the advantage of going first

to the less understood material and only after feeling secure with each

objective can the examination be taken. On the other hand, the librarian,

must propose meaningful objectives in order to judge and assess the effect-

iveness of each unit. Badly formulated desired outcomes lead to confusion

and ultimately, to poor, evaluation of the course.

A careful approach is therefore needed and there are good guides avail-
,

able for those unfamiliar with this area(11,12). Fortunately in theerta

of library use there exiet'guidelines done by the Association of College

and Research Libraries(ACRL) Bibliographic InstruCtion.Task Force which

has produced a model statement of objectives; for library use "which indi-

vidual libraries should review and adopt to their purposes*(13).::-

To avoid getting into this specialized field too deeply it will suffice

here to give the basio essential qualities of objectives which must(14):

1) Specify:

a) The capabilities the students will aohieve;

b), The oharacteristios of the desired capabilities;

7
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c) The conditions under which the desired capabilities will be

achieved,

2) Demonstrate that the desired behavior is

a) Natural according to the learning ability of the students;

b) Obserable

c) Able to be evaluated.

The following examples concerning the use of the card cats-log will point

out the incorporation of the basic qualities outlined above into objectives:

Example 1: The student'after finimping this unit will know how to success-

fully use the various card catalogs located in the library.

Evaluation: Nothing is specified, the verbs "Jolow" and "use" are too vague

in outlining an obserable behavior.

Example 2: A) In the guided exercises of this unit the student will (15):

1) locate the different types of card catalogs available,

2) determine if the library has in its holdings given sample

titles,

3) find and write "see" and "see also" references for given

subjects,

4) fo"r given sample bibliographic entries, identify: author,

title, publisher, call number, year of publiOation (and

others according to individual librarians' preference).

NOTE: this work must be turned in for grading before taking the

examination.

Upon oompiet(n of this unit the student within* 15 minutO'

period will be able to:
. .

1) list all types df card catalogs in the library,

2) define the function of "see" and "see also" references,

3) given a sample Iralogcard containing bibliographic

data, identify author, title, pOlisher, eta.

Evaluation: Assuming that the card catalog is not beyond the learning

8
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ability of the students, all criteria for well stated objectives

are met: certain conditions are specified for the expected

behavior and the terms for observing the behavitr are' set(for

Part A, guided exercises, and-for Part B, examinat

Information and Explanation
. ,

In this section'come the important areas and works involved that gre

to be learned. For card catalogs this would include a map of the library

_1

)

ma king their locations, descriptions of the function of different types

o saMple patalog entries, eiplaining the elements And function of each,

d samples of "see" and " see also" references, defining where used and with

what advantages.

Optional procedures, supplementary but not necessary, to this section

are to refer students to audiovisual aide, lectOres, required readings or

references to various works, all giving further explanation in more detail

to provide a more complete idea of the area being reviewed.

Study Guide

This section generally consists of aserces pi questions' or problems

relating to the stock covered in the unit' Which will be worked oat by t114

studente. These liracittoe exercises provide the necessary feedback in order1
to let the librarian(through the student proctor) know if the material is

being understood and, the students 'have a methad for evaluatpg their own
J

performanae,before proceeding with examination(an example here would be to

design exercises employing the ob3eotivee A.144 in Example 2 of the section'

"Objeotives").

e
A

Examinations

As stated before, the decision point ail far as advancing in the course

is concerned, centers around the 4ility of the students to demo:IF:trate

their mastery of the unit. In order to do this, an examination must be con

structed so.as"to,test every learning objective in a (given unit and permit '
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that the examination be repeated until an acceptable comprehension is in-

dicated.

This aspect of repetition with-no-failure brings about the need for

multiple copies and also thes different copies will aid in preventing

cheating. Objective questio s should be favored over essay mainly to pre-

sent less material to judge and facilitate Ahe grading of testa. The follow=i

ing are some types of questions that can be used:

1) True/False:

"There are card catalogs located on the third floor of the library."

2) Multiple choices

"The main entry for a book normally lists

a.- author

b.- title

0.- call,number

d.- all the above."

B) Fill in 'tilt blanks

"The ma'in card catalog is located

4) ,hatchings

"hatch the following elements found on a catalog card with those

on the sample card given with the test:

a.- author,

b.- title

c.- call number

d.- (etc)."

CONCLUSION

The course now in operation taken for credit as an elective at ITESM

consists of twelve units: the first seven covering the lib ry and general

souroes4f.information available, the next four covering sp oialised sources

in Business 'Administration or Engineering depending on the Etudents oourse of
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s udies, and the last unit outlining' methods which enable the students to

resew atopio'in their field of interest. The ractical part of this

last unit is a bibliography on the ohosen subject whioh the students sub-

mit as their final examination. The deoision to give the course for credit

was made in order to compel the students to'seek a good grade, i.e. complete

the twelve units, and also to avoid a lackadaisical attitude toward the

coursewerk.

In order to relieve congestion on materials to be examined, the first

s ..

introduotory unit which presents the library and the oard oatalog is regarded

as the basic first unit for everyone starting the °ours°! Sinoe the sudoeed".

'.(

ing six units handle separate subjeots and do not build on the for unit ,

oonsequently different groups of students follow various patterns until the

eighth unit where they begin to prooeed in numerioal order. A000rdingly

this arrangement along with self-paoing allows a spreading out of students
F

after a few weeks, thus alleviating the possible constant heavy use 4n one

or more areas whioh may result from suoh a oourse.

An important desoriotor that has been used in referring to this course

sinoe its inception in January, 1975 is the word "fleXible." The program

has stood on its own as an eleotive and has also been integrated into three:"

introductory courses in Chemical, Industrial, and Ueohanical Engithilering.

With everything still in the experimental stage the'often stated problems

of what materials should be taught, optimal class size, and overuse of Maas

terials are still to be solved. Advantages can be seen when the students

000upy themselves with the work, contemplate the information intently, alad

progress a000rding to-their own self-drive. The outoomea for the. librarian,

after a large amount of time orginally spent in creating, is that updating

with new material beoomps leas of a olhore andobsolete material is easily

removed. With well trained assistants the libraiian is allowed to beopme

more of an adviser modifying the role of teacher while not rejecting it.

But the real profit camel when the librarian/User interface goes one more
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cu.
step and the student "learns when to use the librarian as a resource per-

son"son"(16).
4,

. `And finally to sum up, the following excellent-terms of reference(17)

4

are indispensable in giving the needed bearings during the development of

a basic PSI,course in library use: ///

"1? Choose good readable texts and references, written at the student's

level.

e) Make the first units easy, to build confidende; increase difficulty
.

gradually.

3) Avoid including too much material in each unitp the units have to

--appear Manageable to the^students.

4) Include review material in;problempssignments and quizzes, when possible.

5) Make quizzes as comprehensive and consistent with unit objectives ks

possible, yet as brief as possible for most rapid grading.

6) Make use of faster students to tutor'elower ones.

7) Encourage feedback from the fatter siudents,so that reaeng materials

or quizzes can be revised if necessary to make them more effective for

the later students.

8) Keep a separate folder of quizzes and a progress chart for each student

and provide.an area where students can review the content* of their

folders.

9) Choose tutors aarefully(in desoLding order, of importance, they should ,

be dependable, articulate, willing to admit what they don't know, and

knowledgeable). Reward them appropriately; they are keys to success

of the system.

10) Start email and.be prepared for a large initial expenditure of time

writing assignments and quizzes."
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